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It is known that if X is a compactum and Y is metrizable Sh,(X x Y) is not generally 
determined by ShXX) and Sh,( Y), where Sh,(Z) is the strong shape of Z in the sense of Borsuk. 
In this paper it is proved that Sh(X X Y) is uniquely determir ed by Sh{X) ano Sh(Y), where 
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1. Intidurtion 
The notlion of shape has been introduced by Borsuk [l] for compacta. This notion 
was generalized to arbitrary metrizable spaces by Borsuk [2] and Fox 1.61. These 
shapes are equivalent for compacta but not generally for non cojmpact spaces. For a 
met&able space X we denotle by Sh,(X) the stroag shape of X in the sense of 
Borsuk and by Sh(X) the shalpe of X in the sense of Fox. 
In this paper we shall lxove: that if X is a compactum and Y is metrizable then 
Sh(X X Y) is uniquely determined by Sh(X) and Sh(X), It is known that 
Shs(X x Y) is not geT.erafly deteqmined by Sh,(X) and Sh,( Y). As an applica:iora we 
obtain a product theorem for fundamental dimension: If X is a compactum and Y 
is metrizable then FdCX x Y) 6 Fd(X) + ‘Fd( Y), wPhere Fd(X) is the fundamental 
dimension of X in the sense off Borsuk [3]. Finally we shall show that if X is an 
FAR (resp. FANR) 2nd Y is #an MAR (resp. MANR) then X x Y is an . ( I res 3. 
MANR). Here we mean by an FAR (FANR) a fundamental absolute (nelghbor- 
hood) retract in the sense of Borsuk [3, Ch. 
mutational absolute (neighborhood) retract in 
roughout shei pa er all spaces are metriz 
ean those for if 
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Let X be a compacturn ( = a compact metric space). Acco 
!&gal [ 143 an inverse sequence of compact ANR’s X = {,2-L, w
of positive Qntegers) uch that @X = X is Mid to be 2~ AM% 
with X. As 3n [ 111, for a given ANR-sequen 
construct an AR N( ) containing X as folt 
mapping qllinder obtained by Xk, Xk+t and ,t4’: .&+,‘-+ 
} and nt”(x)E & for x E XL1 in a 
9 1). ?Let UX) be 8 cone over XI. 
Consider a -opologics 1sum T For each k E 3.. by identifyi 
of Xk X {I} i :I A&(X) and the corresponding point of Xk in (X) we obtain from 
T a locally t:ompact etrizable space T(X) which is said to an infinite telescope 
asxxiated with X. Set N(X) = T(X) U X. Give N( the followin Y’ T(X) 
is open in A’(X) with its proper toplogy. Let x E For each k, tet V be an open 
neighborhoc 83 of ?& (x ) in Xk9 where flk is the projection o X into Xk. For ~lt > k, 
consider an Ipen set (nr)-‘V x(0,1] of Msi_@K)i where @J] = (CO< t s '_) a& 
wr= fly-n;_,. The ioliection of the sets of the form 
a;’ W) u fi (7Q-‘v x (0, 11, 
m=k+l 
where V ranges over open neighborhoods of VQ(X) in Xk for k E J, forms a 
ts. N(X) is said to be an A 
ive real nvmbers. 
o we define a retfxtion (g, of N(X 
an r andOss<L Set 
= n + s, where 11 
t%(X) = (ad.,, s), x 
For each r 
weary t = n -t- 0 stron 
retract of 
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The proof is obvious. 
be a met&able space. We denote A&) the set of all (continuous) 
into Ro. FOI each map f E C ) we define a subset Mr of t&e 
which is said to be an f-set and a functl,_?,n aj : N( 
(2 1) . 
(2 2) . 
From the definitio 
*f i I = the identity. (2 3) . 
Lemma 2.2. (I) af is continuous und the f- set trj(N(X) x M) = Mj is a closed set 
disjoint from X x M, 
(2) For any closed set of N(X) x M disjoint from X X M9 there is LL map 
feC 6 
(3) Ro), thete exists ci homotopy H : N(X) x M x I + 
N(X) x M such that H 1 N(X) x M x (0) = crf, H 1 N(X) X M x {I} = a, and 
il(x,y,t)=(x,y) for (x,y)EMjn MB and t EI. 
b 
Proof. (1) Consider the functions a : N(X) x M + R. x N(X) x M and #3 : R. x 
N(X) x M + N(X) x M is defined by 
(t,x,y)ERoWV(X)x M. 
Obviousiy CT is continuous. Also, by Lemma 2.1, 6 is continuous. Since crf = /3a, cuf 
is continuous. The closedness of Mj is obvious. 
(2) Since X is compact, for each point y E M there exists a neighborhood Vr in 
M and r,, E R. such that N,JX) x Vr > B n (N(X) x V,.). From this fact and the 
paVacorrrpactness of M a required map f is obtained easily. 
(3) Define: h #I E C(M, Ro) by MY 1 = min{f (Y )9 g(y )I and h(Y) = 
max{f(y), g(y)} for y E M. Then a required homotopy H is given a3 follows. 
H(XV Y, 1) = %I-o+~+Y,(x, y) for (x, y) E N(X) x M and t E I. 
Let Y be a closed subset df a space M. By U( Y, M) we denote the complete system 
hborhoods of Y in For a ncighborh 8; V E U( Y, My) and a map 
=N(X)x V-M, of N(X)xM is, a ighbork;,ood of
s, Vf E U(X x Y, N(X) x M). Vj is s d to be a basic 
V, V’ E U( Y, M) and f a f ‘, f, f’ E C(M, Ro) (that is, 
)for y EM), then V&V;. 
. Let Y be a closed szt of a space M. e set of ull basic nelighbothoods of 
form a cofid system vf the co system of 
ietz extension thmrem, he compactness of 
the paracompactness of 
Let X and X’ be corn 
there exist 
and X’ respectivelr and maps 
fk : “xk+l + Xl, gk :x+x,, k EJ, 
p:+‘fL+1= fkmt : : x&+@x:, k EJ, (2.5) 
7r;“lgk+l= g&y : -’ : XL,, + xlt, A. EJ; (2 6) . 
kfk IL *l * flk :xk ,I -+ Xk, x; EL?, (2 1 3 
fg k+l k k+l==fik : .x f;+, *Xl,, J. (2 81 . 
Let & : .xk+2 x ; --) Xi aEd qk : Xi,, x I--+ ?&, k E .f, be hcmotopies fdiZ&l 
and (2.6) respectively, that is, &(x, 0) = fi i+‘fk+l(x)9 &(x, 1) = fk&@c) for 
x E Xk+2 and 7&‘,0) = dif*gk+l(d)9 qk(x’, 1) = g&‘(d) for %‘E Xi+,. Denote 
by T(X) and T(X’) th ated with TC and X’ respectively. 
We define maps .F : T ‘) -+ T(X) as follows: 
F(d) = fk( Q, x 
&((x, 1 - 2t), 
F(x,t)== Y (& t) E Mk+,(x), 
fLi(X), 2t - l), 
(2 9 . 
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d q is known by (2.7), (2.8) and Pup,pe 116, 
s $ and q are given in [ ,l2].) 
’ be spaces and let N and N’ be ANR’s containing Z and 2’ as 
ccording to Fox [6] a ~llr :U(Z,N)+W(Z",N') is 
apsf:U+U’, UE and U’ E V(Z’, N’), such 
u3v, U’CV’, U,VE 
U’, V’E tJ(Z’, N’), then jfi : V + V’ belongs 
i : V 4 U and j : U’ + V’ are the inclusion maps, 
every U’E U(Z', W) is a rqnge of a map f E Qi, (2.16) 
if fi, f2E a, fi,fi: U --) U’, then there exists a V E U(Z, N) 
such that V C U and 
(2.17) 
Two mutations 9, QP : U(Z, N)+ U(Z', N') are homotopic (notsrion: Q, = Y’) if 
for every f E CE, and every g E’W such that f, g : U --, U’ there 
exists a -V E U(Z, N) such that V C U and f 1 V = g 1 V. (2.18) 
Two spaces 2 and 2’ are of the same shape in the sense of Fox that is, 
Sh(Z) = Sh(Z’) if there exist ANR’s N and N’ containing 2 and 2’ as closed sets 
and mutations a: U(Z,N)+U(Z',N') and W: U(Z',N')-+U(Z,Nj such that 
Here lz is the mutation generated by the identity: 2 + 2. 
3.1. Let X,X’ be compacta and let ;‘, Y’ be met&able qxxes. If 
N(X) = Sh(X’) csnd Sh( Y) = Sh( Y’), then Sh(X x Y) = Sh(X’ x Y’). 
ive the proof in each of the following two cases: (1) X = X’ 
proof for the case j is simple. Let M and M’ be ANR’s 
as clost J sets respe vely. Since Sh( Y) = Sh( Y’) thlere exist 
U( Y', M’) and V : U( Y', Ml)-+ U( Y, M) such that 
1K and CDIV = lyn. (3 19 . 
into an arbitrary ANR N. For each map 
U’E -U(Y’, M’), consider the map f = 
where is the identity: N + N. By the compactness of 
s of the form p and their restrictions to nt 
orms a muttalion 
set of 
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be an ANR containing Y 2s a closed set. 
‘3 and 2K’ ‘==: {XL, p a+‘} associated with .X and 
.4)-(2.8) and construct the AR’s N(X) and N 
There exist proper maps F : T(X)+ T(X’), 
T’(X) and q : T(X’)-, T(X) 
)-X) and T(X’) 
- X’) are the infinite telescopes associated with and X’ respectively. 
(See Section 12 for notatk ns.) For each map f E C(M, Ro), define @, : N 
.N(X’) x M by 
@fkY) =-!F x l&zf(x, y) for (x, y)e lV(X)x Me (3 2) . 
Here rarf is the map 0: N(X) X M into itself defined for f as in (2.2). Since 
clrf (N(X) x M) = Mf C I i.l X), @f is well-defined. Let @’ be the set consisting of all 
maps of the form Gf, f K C(M, Ro). Define the set QI, consisting of restrictions of 
raps in Qp’ as follows: 
Q c: if and z!~nly if there exist fi g E C(M, Ro), f > g, 
W E tJ(X x Y, N(X) X M), W’ E tJ(X’ X Y, N(X’) X M) and 
Y,M) such that q+=GfIHJ:W+W and Wz>V,= 
V - Iw,,, where Ma is the g-set of A?(X) x M de@ned for 
g as in (2.1). 
(3 3) l 
We shall show that 1 3 a mutation of U(X a(: Y, N(_K) X M) into U(X’ X Y, 
sati: fies obvitBusly the ;ond&n (2 15), it is enough to prove 
that (2.16) and (2.17) #Ire satisfied. Le\. W”E U(X’X Y, Ef(X’) X M). Since 
(F x I,,)-’ W' f U(X x y. N(X) X M), by Lemma 23 there exists a basic neighbor- 
hood W=_ x V - hl., V E U(Y, M), g E C(M, I&,), such that W C 
(F x 1,)“‘W ne f E: f T(M, R,) by f(y) == g(y) 9 1, y & M. Siince f > g., we have 
tif( W) C W and hence @; ( W) C W’. Thus th!e map @f 1 W : W --)b W’ belongs to gP. 
satisfied, let 4py fp' : --) W’ be maps in 
x M). By (3.3) th 
lsrly we define a mutation 
follows. .FQ~ each map 
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set consisting of all maps ‘of the fern ?P’, f E C( Ro). A rllutat’ozli 
) is deipined as follows. 
if and only if there exis:c.s fi g E C$IM, &), f > g, 
(X'X Y, N(X’) x M), W E IJ(X x Y, M(X) x M) and 
such that @=?&lW’:W’+~; 
(3 5’) 
l * 
V - AC, where ML is the g-set of 
defined by g as in (2.1). 
To cornpnete the proof it remains to prove: 
= X’XY. 1 (3 ) .7 
We shall prove on& the relation (3.6). The proof for (3.7) is similarly given and we 
omit it. Let ~3: W+ W’, +&I and #: WI-W”, $E where l+/, W” E 
?J(X X lr, N(X) X M) an3 w’ E ’ x 1; N(X’) x A!¶). By ) and (3.5) there 
exist V~ V’ E U( Y, Ml, f > g and jr’ > g ‘, fi g, f’, g ’ E C(M, l&J, such that sp =: 
@f 1 w, \b = !Pr 1 W’, Ii&f > N(X) x 17 - MS and W’ z) N(.K’) x V’ - A&. Let V’ = 
V n V’. By the’sproperties (2.10) and (2.13) of the maps ,I G and the homotopy 2; 
there exists h E, C(M, Ro) such that if we put Vg = N ) x V’- Mi, we have 
arh 1 Vi= (GF X I.&,, 1 V’[ in W. (3 8) . 
Let h’ E C(M, Ro) such that h’ > max(h, f, d’). Then, by (2.3) &r L is the identity on 
the set (F x I&Q, (N(X) :I( M). Hence 
(G x l,)aL(F x l&,, 1 V; = (GF x ‘LM)(Y~ ; V:. (3 9) . 
I3y Lemma 2.2, (3.8) and (3.9) we have 
@Q 1 Vii= (G X Lr)&(F x 11&q 1 Vi= (G X I&&(8;1 X l&ah 1 Vt 
= ah V+ Iv,. I in WI”. 
Thus) the relation (3.7) is proved. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
In the shape category consisting of metrizable spaces and mutations or 
generally tiopological spaces and shapings (cf. MardeSi6 [‘i13]), the existence of 
products is not known. Keesling [9] proved that there extits a separable metric 
space X such that Sh(X X X) is not the product of Sh(;Y) and Sh(X),. For a 
compacturn X and a met&able space Y, it is interestng to know whetbe~r 
Sh(.X X Y) is the product of Sh(X) and Sh(Y) or not. 
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Sh in the sense of Fox b:ti the strong shape Sh, in t2e sense of Borsuk. In this 
example, it is obvious tha,? Sh(X x Y) is the product of Sh(X) and Sh( Y). 
ardeU [15! (Jefined shape for general topological spaces and proved 
that it is equal to the shape n the sense of Fox for metrizable spaces. By modifying 
the proof we can obtain r kie following generalization of Theorem 3.1. 
rem 3.5. If X, X ’ tw compacta, m/, Y’ are paracowpact spaces such that 
Sh(X) = Sh(X’) and Sh( ?‘) = Sh( Y’) then Sh(X x Y) =z Sh(X’ x Y’)j where Sh(Z) 
is tlte :ihape of Z in the wwe of Mardesi’E. 
‘I%e fundamental dimewion Fd(X) of a space X is defined by Borsuk. [3, Ch. 
VU] as follows: 
Fd(X) = lUin(dir.3 X’ : Sh(X) G Sh(X’)). 
pls a consequence of Theiorem 3.1, we prove the following product theorem 
fundamental dimension. 
for 
Cor~Wy 3.6. If X is ~5 compactum and Y is a space, then Fd(X x Y) s 
Fd(X) i- Fd( Y). 
Proof. First we note that i: I~ the first part of the pro08 of Theorem 3.1 the following 
fact is proved. 
If X is a compal~::‘sum, Y and Y’ are spaces such that Sh(Y) s 
Sh( Y’) then Sh~~,.J< x Y) G Sh(X X’ Y’). 
(3.10) 
By [ 10, Theorem 31, th :~~re exists a A -space X’ such Ljhat Sh(X) = Sh(X’) and 
El(X) = dim X’. If Sh( ?P”’ G Sh( Y’) then Sh(X x Y) = Sh(X’ x Y? G Sh(X’ X Y’). 
Here the first equality f~:l~?ows from Theorem 3.1 and the second relation follows 
from (3.10). Since dim(J; ’ x Y’) = dilm X’ + dim Y’, the corollary is obtained. 
C~r~l~a~ 3.7. If X is an v’AR (see Borsuk [3, Ch. VW]) and Y is a space, then the 
projection: X X Y + Y ijpf/7duces a shape equivalence. In particular Sh(X X Y) = 
Sh( Y). 
Let B be a spy:: I:onsisting of one point. Then Sh(X) = Sh(P) by [3, Ch. VI 
(65)]. If we denote bs d’ ib unique map of X into P, then from the proof of Theorem 
3.1 it follows that the I&;.~~ f x Iy : X x Y + P x Y induces a shape equivalence. 
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compactum X is an FANR (res,p. FA 
containinlg X there exist a decreasing se 
I = .Vl) of closed neighborhoods of X in M and a map Q : 
satkfykg t&he following conditions : 
( Wk) forms a neighborhood basis. (3.11) 
Q(X,o)=X for x EM. (3.12) 
Q(wk :( [k -t PZ,a))c %&+“-I for k, ?I E J. (3.13) 
Q(X, r) = x for x ‘E W,W~ and 0 G r S k, k E I. (3.14) 
In the case of FANR this is [S, Lemma 41. The proof is easily obtained by making 
use of [17, Theorem 5.81. For FAR, since every FAR Es of trivial shape, the lemma 
is easily proved by Chapman [4, Theorem 21. 
Pro& of Theorem 3.8. We give only the proof in the case of FANR. Let M be a 
compact AR containing X. By Lemma 3.8 there exist a decreasing sequence 
(W,.: k E J) of closed neighborhoods of X in M and a map Q : M x R,-, M 
satisfying (3.11)-(3.14). Let IV be an ANR containing Y as a closed set. Since Y is 
an FANR, thert; exist a closed neighborhood Y’ of Y in ZV and a mutational 
retraction Y : U( Y’. IV)-* U( Y, N). Denote by C(IV, Ro) the: set of aI1 maps of N 
into Ro. Let f E t’{N, Ro) and # E V, # : V’+ V, V’ E I(Y), rq, V E U( Y, N). 
Define a map Qcf, JI): M x V’ + Mx V by @(f&)kY)= (Qkf(y))&(Y))l 
(x, y) E M x V’. Consider the set Qb’ of maps of the form @(f, @), f E C(N, ko) a 
+ E ~1IEr. By the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is proved that 
generates a mutation Q, : U( WI x Y’, & x N) -+ U(X x Y, M 4! N). This is showed 
by making use of the properties (3.11)+(3.13) of the map Q and ( Wk). Moreover, 
since Q(X, r) = x for x E X and r E R0 by (3.14) and1 #(y) = y !lisr y E Y, 
@(J#)(x,y)=(x,y) for @,y)EX X Y. Hence is a mutational retraction of 
U( Wz x Y’, M x N) into U(X x Y, ,M x IV). Therefore X >( Y is a ne;!ghborhood 
mutational retract of M x N. This lcompletes the proof. 
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